
Zero Clearance Table Saw Inserts

The Zero Clearance concept is simple; the blade cuts its own perfectly sized slot by being raised
t h rough a machinable “blank”insert. Inserts are 1/2” thick high-density phenolic laminate, with
bonded laminate surf a c e - o ffering superior rigidity, flatness, durability, and low friction.  User
friendly features include top-accessible leveling screws, lateral adjustment screws for a vibration
f ree fit, rear anti-lift pin (except JT-1) and a precut blade pocket on bottom that provides clearance
for fully retracted blades and bevel cuts.  Instructions included.  Use only carbide tipped blades.
Colors may vary.

13-3/8”x3-3/4” Delta Universal
12-1/2”x3-9/16” Jet/Powermatic 64
13-5/16”x3-11/16” Jet XACTA
Left Tilt
14-7/16”x4” Powermatic 66
13-13/16" x 3-1/2" General #350

#DL-1U
#JT-1
#JT-2L1

#PM-1
#GE-1

$ 21.95
$ 21.95

$ 22.95
$ 21.95
$ 21.95

9-in-1 Saw Aid Tool Of course it works like (1) a safety push
stick, with a long, nar row hold-down sur-
face.  But this tool also works as: (2) a
table saw depth gauge, (3) router depth
gauge, (4) 6” hook rule, (5) 30º/60º
angle gauge, (6) 45º angle gauge, (7) 9”
rule, (8) 90º engineers square, (9) center
finder.  The depth gauges and center find-
er are accurate to .005”; engineers
square is accurate to .01”. Heavy-duty,
glass-filled-nylon tool is guaranteed for 5
years against breakage!

#19107 $14.95

Delta Sliding Jig
Provides greater accuracy and safety when cutting angled
tenons, straight tenons, and dados on either left or right-tilted
table saws.  Fits standard 3/8" x 3/4" miter gage grooves.

#43-188 $122.15

Extra freight
charges
apply.

Heavy machine
motor freight
charges apply.
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General International 10" Deluxe Builder ’s Tablesaw

Heavy duty precision cast iron ribbed
table with T-slots for mitre gauge has two
solid cast iron extension wings. The 30"
or deluxe 52" rip fence system makes
quick and precise adjustments.  A 2 HP,
115/230V,  1 phase motor provides plen-
ty of power, with a prewired 230V motor
to switch connection for easy setup.  4"
dust collection outlet, dado insert, and
deluxe cast iron miter gauge is included.

Biesemeyer T-Square saw fence system fits any new or used table saw,
making it a faster more efficient woodcutting tool.  The T-Square's hairline
pointer and built-in tape allow you to make precision setups, cut after cut.
The fence locks only at the front of the tablesaw.  Its three-point locking
system ensures that the fence will be precisely parallel to the blade and
will provide a smooth, clean cut accurate to 1/64th of an inch.  All parts
are constructed of rugged material for many years of dependable use.
Designed and warranted for commercial users who rely on their tablesaw on
a daily basis and cannot afford poor results.  This system will provide  50"
cut capacity to the right of the blade and 12" to the left side of the blade.

Biesemeyer Super Fence Systems
Same high quality features as the commercial fence system but designed for the home hobbyist and
small cabinet shop's budget.  Purchase the fence you need by the right of the blade capacity. (Not
warranted for commercial use).

Deluxe Feather Board

Our plastic featherboard keeps stock up
against the fence on tablesaws, shapers, router
tables, etc.  Fits in standard mitre slots.

This useful and quick acting gauge will allow
you to measure the blade height of your table-
saw or the angle the saw is set to in a matter
of seconds!  Use the left tilting version for left
tilt saws, the right tilt version for all others.

Cut tapers with ease when using
this jig on your tablesaw, band-
saw or radial arm saw.  Convert s
to left or right hand use and is
adjustable up to a 15° taper.
Ve ry easy to use and constru c t e d
f rom aluminum.

Unique because of
a bottom groove
that applies pres-
sure down and in
towards the fence.
Made from high
density plastic.
Sold per pair.

$ 9.95#10215

$ 4.95#10221  

Push Stick

Saw Gauge

#338-2500
#338-2000 

$ 28.20
$ 28.20

(LH Version)
(RH Version)

These safety colored yellow rollers rotate
clockwise for tablesaws and prevent danger-
ous kickback.  Also maintain even pressure
against the saw table and fence so that rip-
ping long boards is a very easy operation.  If
you work alone, this tablesaw accessory will
really speed up your ripping operations while
providing a higher degree of safety for the

operator.  Optional track makes adjustments a breeze.  Sold in pairs.

Anti-Kickback Mechanism

#W1104 $ 36.95

This wood feather board will keep your stock tight
against the rip fence and down on the table dur-
ing ripping operations giving you more control.
Will fit in standard 3/4" wide  mitre slots. 

$ 15.95#19134 

Feather Board

Tapering Jig

#19066 $ 19.95
#10223 $ 7.95

Safe “V” Shoe

Biesemeyer T-Square Saw Fence Systems

#78-900 $ 359.00

#78-930
#78-931
#78-935

$ 259.00
$ 269.00
$ 279.00

12" Left/28" Right Capacity  
12" Left/40" Right Capacity
12" Left/52" Right Capacity

NEW!Magnetic Featherboard

Powerful magnets hold the Grip-Tite guide
solid to any cast iron or steel tabletop.  As 
a board is pushed between the Grip-Tite
guide and the fence, flexible polycarbonate
feather blades force the board down and
against the fence.  Nar row boards can be
cut, shaped, or jointed without putting your
hands near the blade.

#GRIP-TITE $ 34.95

Specially designed handle for comfort and
grip.  Sold individually.

Table Saw & Accessories

30" fence Right tilt saw #50-175-M1 $ 719.00
52" fence Right tilt saw #50-175L-M1 $ 749.00
30" fence Left tilt saw   #50-185-M1 $ 719.00
52" fence Left  tilt saw  #50-185L-M1 $ 749.00


